
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of client
relations associate. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for client relations associate

Ensures the accurate ticket assessment against severity and impact for issues
consistent with contractual obligations
As a point of escalation for all issues, coordinates technical and account
management to develop solutions to issue resolution, project implementation
and maintaining relationships
Email and telephone outreach and engagement to encourage the recognition
of PTE Academic with several thousand universities and colleges in the USA,
including identifying key contacts at each institution and customising email
content and telephone/video presentations, where appropriate
Liaison with Marketing to design appropriate supporting email campaigns
and establish webinars on relevant topics
Product and systems training for admissions teams at institutions which
already recognise the test, with training conducted by video or telephone
Research key accounts and academics, producing summary reports for a team
of Client Relations Managers who will visit priority institutions in the USA
Regular reporting to internal stakeholders of recognitions achieved versus
targets
Occasional face-to-face meetings, where essential (whilst noting this is an
‘Inside Sales’ role and largely office based)
Other duties may be assigned, where appropriate
Track and support business development efforts
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Strong multi-tasking, project management and time management skills
Knowledge of infrastructure investing would be a plus
Bachelor’s Degree in a Finance and/or a related field
Proven ability to prioritize and execute multiple workstreams while
maintaining the highest quality standards
Have excellent oral and written business communication skills in English and
Korean
Bachelor's Degree in Finance, Accounting or Economics with a 3.5 GPA or
higher


